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HPVITS2018-070 Defibrillators and Associated 
Consumables Industry Briefing  
Thursday 11th October 10:00am 

FAQ and Responses 

Q: What does an evergreen contract mean?  

Evergreen refers to the term of the contract. The contract will be an ongoing contract and will roll over in 

5 year blocks, subject to contract performance.  

Contract performance will be reviewed at the end of year 4. Terms and conditions, specification 

requirements, supplier performance and product usage will be reviewed five yearly.  

Q: Can suppliers or products be removed from contract at this review period? 

Suppliers will not need to provide any additional information as part of the contract review, unless 

otherwise asked at the time. Sales data and health service feedback will assist HPV with this review 

process. HPV will be establishing a supplier performance database to capture all TGA/Recall alerts, 

supplier/product issues, response times and resolutions. This information will form part of the review 

process and will be shared with health services to assist them with their own supplier/ product 

evaluations. Suppliers and products could be removed from contract at the review period if 

circumstances permit. Products with nil usage may be either removed from contract or placed on 

conditional award.  

Q: Will this contract be sole supply or panel award? 

This contract will be a panel arrangement. Suppliers will be pre-qualified and health services can 

conduct secondary sourcing activities under the HPV agreement.  

Q: Will this contract be an open/closed panel? 

This contract will be an open panel arrangement. This gives greater flexibility to new suppliers and 

technologies/innovations that can be added during the life of the contract. The same minimum 

requirements will need to be met in order for a new supplier to be added to contract e.g. TGA, 

insurances, technical specification compliance, health service trial and evaluation, immediate demand 

for health services to purchase etc. This assessment will be conducted via the HPV Procurement Portal 

upon request initiated by supplier (and submitted via HPV website/ Zendesk). An open panel also 

means that suppliers can submit additions to contract in categories you may not have been awarded in 

at the time of tender (pending mandatory criteria including TGA, trial and evaluation and health service 

demand). 
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Q: If your product fits in two categories can we tender in both? 

No, tendered items must only be tendered in one category. Please refer to the specification and 

determine best fit category for your product. Please note where add on features are tendered in sub cat 

1.3 or 2.3 and Category 6 (post purchase add ons), they will need to have different ordering part and 

contract holder part numbers. This is the only instance where we can have dual products listed across 

categories. 

 

Q: What is the process if there are consumables currently listed on other HPV contracts that are within scope 
of this ITS ? 

This contract is for defibrillators, associated original equipment manufacturer (OEM) consumables, 

accessories; and generic pads and internal and external paddles. Other generic consumables are not 

within scope of this ITS.  

Q: What is a group buy? 

A group buy is a sourcing activity run under the existing HPV agreement on behalf of a number of 

health services.  

Where there are a number of health services seeking to purchase the same equipment (Defibs for 

example), where timelines are aligned, funding has been approved, supplier preference spans over 

health services and it is bulk purchase/  qty is greater than 1, HPV will engage health services and 

where possible consolidate health service requirements to seek improved pricing on behalf of the health 

services.  

If health services need to purchase small volumes/value and require doing so immediately, they can 

purchase direct from the HPV contract. Where the qty is one unit, the contract pricing is fixed.  

Q: What is secondary sourcing? 

Secondary sourcing conducted by health services under the HPV agreement, through HPV pre-

qualified suppliers and products. Health services establish own evaluation criteria, trial and evaluate 

HPV contracted suppliers/products and have the ability to seek revised pricing specific to the health 

service’s needs.  

Q: When HPV is reviewing key cost drivers as provided by Respondents, is there any consideration given to 

local distributors?  

The key cost driver information will not impact the supplier selection process. It provides HPV with 

transparency when suppliers submit a pricing variation. It allows HPV to better understand market 

dynamics and the “should be” cost. HPV aim to build ongoing relationships with successful 

Respondents and ongoing collaboration and transparency will be key to these relationships. 
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Q: Is there a template that health services use when conducting evaluations as there could be inconsistencies 

in the way products are being trialled by different health services? 

Health services will have different processes and evaluation criteria when undertaking product 

evaluations therefore HPV are currently working with suppliers to better understand the most effective 

and efficient trial/evaluation process. 

For the group buy process, HPV do provide health services a generic template with evaluation criteria 

and weightings. Health services are able to amend this criteria and weightings as they see fit. 

Health services can trial and evaluate contracted and non-contracted products during the life of the 

contract.  

Q: What mechanism is in place for a supplier to submit price review? 

Contract pricing for consumables, equipment (single unit purchase), spare parts and options are fixed. 

There will be an opportunity to submit more competitive pricing at the mid-term price review (2.5 years). 

Noting, health services have the ability to re-negotiate contract pricing for equipment bulk purchases ( 

>1 unit). 

Q: Will a supplier be excluded from any pricing reviews if they do not provide a breakdown of cost drivers? 

Suppliers will not be excluded from pricing reviews however without transparency of key cost drivers, 

HPV’s understanding of price variations will be more limited and will be less inclined to accept price 

variations. 

Q: Can suppliers submit a price variation/ review separate to the mid-term price review? 

Suppliers can submit a price variation request via the HPV website (contract variation request form). 

Strong justification will need to be provided as to the price variation, noting HPV reserves the right to 

reject.  

Q: If product or suppliers only partially comply or do not comply with certain specifications, will they still be 

considered for award? 

If the product does not meet the minimum specifications as established by the PRG, the product will not 

be awarded on contract. If Respondents believe there are over-specifications within Part 5 Statement of 

Requirements, Respondents need to bring this to the attention of HPV by COB Monday 15th October 

2018. 

Q: Is it possible to have different access points (usernames and passwords) to the HPV Procurement Portal 

for the same supplier? 

It is possible to add additional users to the organisation’s account. The supplier Super User is 

responsible for creating these additional accounts.  

User accounts can be assigned to different divisions and given different roles, which will determine the 

level of access the user has within the organisation’s account.  

Users can also be assigned to a particular RFX and will have to be assigned to an RFX to be able 
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access the published opportunities for the RFX. The Super User account is the only account with 

access to all Published Opportunities.  

Q: How would you deal with components that could be included either together with a base unit but also 

provided as an option for health services to purchase separately or post purchase?  

Post purchase features or add ons are catered for in Category 6. It is important to ensure that these 

items have different part numbers to the options tendered in Categories 1,2, or 3 (options purchased as 

part of defibrillator purchase), .  

For example, if you tender in Sub-Category 1.2, you will need to tender options in Sub-category 1.3 for 

options being purchased at time of acquisition. Options that may be purchases post purchase are to be 

tendered in Category 6.  

Q: Is there only one submission allowed or can we upload attachments in parts to the portal? 

Respondents are able to provide numerous attachments in the one submission therefore only one 

submission is required and allowed. 

Q: Can you have more than one person from the same company working on the responses at the same time? 

Yes 

Q: Do reference sites have to be specifically from Victorian Health Services?  

References must be from Victorian public health services who have trialled and evaluated the 

product(s) and can validate that there is immediate demand to purchase. Within this contract, HPV 

require a minimum of one reference site.  

Please note suppliers are able to approach health services to trial both HPV contracted and non-HPV 

contracted products at any time however, it is at their discretion as to whether they wish to do so. 

Q: Do we delete lines in the TRW that are not relevant to a particular supplier? 

Do not delete any rows or columns that are not required – please indicate N/A or explain why certain 

specifications do not apply. Please do not leave the lines blank that are advised as mandatory. 

Q: What should we do if we believe some clauses in Part 5 Statement of Requirements have certain 

specifications that do not make sense or are missing information? 

Please provide HPV with comments for review by COB 15TH October 2018 

Q: Do products need to be on the National Product Catalogue (NPC) as the Victorian Product Catalogue 

System (VPCS) extracts information from the NPC?  

Consumables and semi-consumables need to be listed within 6 months of contract commencement. A 

compliance audit will be completed to validate this compliance from contract holders.  

Q: Where a specification starts with “If” and a supplier cannot meet this specification, how should they 

respond? 

Indicate N/A and provide an explanation in the comments section as to why the company does not offer 
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the particular specification. 

Q: What is conditional award? 

Conditional award can be applied in two instances: 

o Items on the current contract with nil usage nor immediate demand  

o New products that are unknown to PRG, have not yet been trialled nor has any health service 

demand. These items will be placed on conditional award.  

Conditionally awarded products cannot be purchased by health service however, they can be trialled at 

any time. Once a suitable trial/evaluation process has been completed and there is demand from a 

health service, the product will move to full award.  

Q: If we are tendering base units and add ons/ options (e.g. Sub-category 1.2 and 1.3 or 2.2. or 2.3) must the 

same options listed in Category 6 have different part numbers? 

Yes. Options available in Categories 1 and 2 and listed again as a post purchase option/ upgrade 

feature must contain different ordering part numbers and contract holder part numbers. 

Q: Can health services customise their service and maintenance packages?  

HPV will be requesting all service and maintenance information, noting health services have the ability 

to work with the supplier to tailor the arrangements to meet their needs. Where a health services has 

the same supplier over a span of HPV contracts, the health service can tie service and maintenance up 

for a number of contracts in one agreement.  

Q: Is the pricing fixed? What is the pricing structure of this contract? Is there a provision for volume discounts 

or alternative offers?  

Contract pricing for equipment (single unit purchases), consumables, options and spare parts will be 

fixed. There will be a provision for a mid-term price review (2.5 year review). Health services will have 

the ability to renegotiate pricing at the time of acquisition based on bulk purchases (>1 unit).  

There is a provision in the TRW for suppliers to tender volume discounts as well as alternative offers at 

supplier discretion (i.e. % or $ commitment or preferred supplier arrangements). 

HPV will be benchmarking pricing against the current contract and health service pricing. If pricing is 

deemed to be uncompetitive, HPV may choose to non-award based on value for money. 

HPV will continue to run group buy events on behalf of health services where possible to seek improved 

pricing.    

Q: What is the process if there is a new product released within the 5 year contract period?  

Where a new product/ technology is introduced within the term of the contract, a contracted supplier 

can submit a contract variation request form via the HPV website. Any additions to contract will require 

a copy of the TGA certificate, electronic brochures, specifications and reference sites. HPV will not 

progress any additions if contract variation requests are incomplete or the product does not meet the 

minimum specification set in Part 5 Statement of Requirements. 
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Q: What is the process for a new supplier to come on to the panel? 

Where the supplier is not currently on the panel, the supplier will need to meet the same minimum 

organisational requirements to those at tender time. A supplier can initiate this request and HPV will 

issue the response via the HPV Procurement Portal. TGA, technical specification compliance, trial and 

evaluation and health service demand will be required to proceed. If not an HPV contracted supplier, a 

financial scorecard check will also need to be undertaken prior to inclusion on the panel. 

Q: Can new suppliers and products only be added at the mid-term review?  

Suppliers and products can be added during the life of the contract term, if all mandatory requirements 

can be satisfied.  

 


